Thoracic and Lumbar Fractures: Mini-Open Anterior Fusion in 138 Patients
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Abstract

Background: Several surgical procedures have been recommended for the management of thoracic and lumbar fractures. Nowadays Mini- Open Anterior Fusion is reported to be a safe and effective alternative treatment for various spinal pathologies.

Aim: The aim of this study is to report the outcome of 138 cases who underwent mini open thoraco-lumbar surgery for thoracic and lumbar fractures.

Material and Methods: We performed a non-randomized retrospective analysis of the clinical outcome of 138 patients with 140 fractures who underwent mini open thoraco-lumbotomy surgery, between 2011 and 2016. Follow up periods were 6th weeks, 3rd and 6th months and also 1 year postoperatively. All the patients were operated with mini open thoraco/lumbotomy system (Syn-Frame). All of our patients with fractures, underwent posterior pedicle screw fixation prior to the anterior fusion just after the posterior fusion or a couple of days later (mean: 4.2; 2 to 7 days), depending on the general condition of patients. Thorax drainage was placed to all thoracotomy patients (63% to 87%).

Results: Fractures of 13 cases were due to tumor metastasis, and the rest of them were due to acute fractures, spondylodiscitis. 87 cases had thoracic (T6-T12) and 51 cases had lumbar (L1-L5) fractures.

Discussion: Several methods are being used in order to achieve safe, and minimally invasive approach in cases with thoracolumbar pathologies. The complication rates of this procedure are similar to endoscopy assisted thoracotomy. Syn-Frame System allows the opportunity to perform even 2-3 levels corpectomy and stabilization through a 5 cm skin incision. It is possible to insert 4 or more retractors from all angles to form an area just over the level operation level, without dealing with aorta, lung, urethra or heart.

Conclusion: We can estimate that this approach is safe, minimally invasive and effective besides reducing the pain and morbidity of conventional methods.
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Introduction

Several surgical procedures have been recommended for the management of thoracic and lumbar fractures. Nowadays, minimally invasive methods are reported to be safe and effective alternative treatment for various spinal pathologies [1-7].

Most of the spinal surgeons prefer posterior stabilization [8,9] but it is known that the anterior column is responsible for 80% of the load in spine [10]. Slosar described the limitations of transpedicular instrumentation [11]. In behalf of this, performing the posterior fixation alone may result with an insufficient stabilization [12]. Zhao et al. operated 26 of 235 posterior fusion patients anteriorly because of late complications (11%) [13]. Fusion rates are higher and complications due to lack of trabeculation are lower in postero-anterior fusion, in comparison with the posterior fusion alone [10,14].

It is reported that mini open approach is safe and effective for the treatment of spinal fractures besides the advantages of minimum blood loss, less pain and less morbidity [1-5].

Up to our knowledge this case series is the largest one. The aim of the study is to determine whether an anterior mini open surgery improves the outcome and to document the advantages of this approach.

Patients and Methods

This is a non-randomized retrospective analysis of the clinical outcome of 138 patients with 140 fractures who underwent mini open thoraco-lumbotomy surgery between 2011 and 2016. All of our patients with fractures, underwent posterior pedicle screw fixation prior to the sil anterior fusion just after the posterior fusion or a couple of days later (mean: 4.2, 2 to 7 days), depending on the general condition of patients.
Postoperative follow up period was 6th weeks, 3rd and 6th months and also 1 year following the surgery. CT scan was performed in every case postoperatively. In cases with metastasis and spondylodiscitis an MRI scan was also performed. Amount of pain medications were evaluated. All patients with burst fractures or tumors/infections causing spinal stenosis were operated with posterior pedicle screw fixation and posterior decompression before anterior fusion operation (78.2%).

Surgery

All of the patients were operated in lateral decubitus position, depending on the pathology, right or left sided. After fluoroscopic vision, approximately 6 cm skin incision (Figure 1) was performed right above the pathologic vertebrae for mini open surgery.

After fixating the holding arms at the operating table, the Syn-Frame ring was fixed right over the incision (Figure 2). We placed mostly 4 or more retractors at the ring and formed a cone shaped opening over the pathologic vertebra. A second fluoroscopy was applied to verify the exact level.

For thoracotomy, we applied a star formed incision at inner layer of pleura and afterwards we carefully dissected the segmental arteries of that level in order to avoid bleeding (Figure 3). Dissected arteries were bound from two sides with 2/0 monofilament sutures and cut with a scissor.

For lumbotomy procedure, psoas muscle has to be Eckardated. This can be done by a simple cut of the muscle or percutaneous opening in between the muscle. In either way a painfull movement of tight may occur postoperatively, but would end in a couple days without any need of an additional imaging. The second important factor in lumbotomy is to avoid a cut at the urethra. Urethra is very fragile and if the surgeon does not realize the anatomy, it could easily be damaged and result with serious problems.

After visualization of pathologic vertebra, we removed the neighboring discs first and applied corpectomy as usual. Afterwards expandable cage filled with allograft bone fragments was placed (Figure 4).
If needed, additional screw-plate stabilization anteriorly is done (66.6% of thoracotomy and 23.5% of lumbotomy patients). Thorax drainage was placed to all thoracotomy patients (n:87), and they stayed for one night at the intermediate care unit.

Results

The study group consisted of 83 males with an average age of 39.1 years (22-82 years) and 55 female patients with an average age of 65.8 years (26-82 years). We applied mini open thoraco/lumbotomy system (Syn-Frame) to 138 patients with 140 fractures. 13 of them were due to tumor metastasis, and the rest were due to acute fractures, spondylodiscitis.

The spinal metastasis was due to Breast cancer in 4 (T7, T10, T11, L1), Multiple Myeloma in 5 (T7, T9, T12 (<2), L3), and Urothelial tumor (T10), Renal cell carcinoma (L1/2), Bronchial carcinoma (L2) and Oropharynx carcinoma (L5).

87 patients had thoracic (T6-T12) and 51 patients had lumbar (L1-L5) fractures (Figures 5 and 6).

The highest thoracic level was T6, and T12 had the highest operation rate. The most operated segment for lumbar pathologies was L1. 2 patients underwent anterior mini thoraco/lumbotomy for 2 level fractures (L1 and L3, L1 and L4). We used titan cages as the graft material. All patients were sent to a rehabilitation clinic for at least 3 weeks. Post-operative follow-up periods were 6th weeks, 3rd and 6th months and also 1 year after the surgery. CT scans were performed, direct postoperatively, as well as in follow-up periods in order to detect a complication and to evaluate the trabeculation. In cases with metastasis and spondylodiscitis an MRI scan was added to evaluate the current situation of tumor/infection. All spondylodiscitis patients were treated at least 3 months with antibiotic (21 ± 3 days I.V, afterwards orally).

Additional pain medications were not needed in 87 of the cases. 51 patients (36.9%) had increased pain after the second (thoraco-lumbotomy) operation and additional pain medication was applied, for the other patients we just extended the time of pain therapy for one week after the first operation. Additional neurological deficits were not observed.

In 11 cases we detected iliopsoas muscle weakness due to painful movement of tight (21.5%), which were also not detectable in neurological examination and the complaints ceased after a couple of days.

Mean operation time was 182.18 (135-240) min in 2011, 151.04 (90-210) min in 2012, 138.68 (95-200) min in 2013, 135.38 (95-255) min in 2014, 135.79 (85-215) min in 2015 and 140.41 (95-200) min in 2016. Mean operation time for 6 years is 147.24 min. Operation time can be less than 90 min for a thin and healthy patient.

Mean blood loss during the operation was 589.79 ml. Just 4 patients needed blood transfusion because of excessive bleeding over 1500 ml. One them had a double level corpectomy, and the other three patients were multi morbid and over 65 years of age.

Total complications rate was 8.7%. We did not detect any major complications like vessel injuries, urethral puncture or dura tear, no deep vein thrombosis.

Our major complication was intra operative suspect of urethral puncture in one case. The urologists did not detect any puncture at the
pre-operative period and an urethral catheter was placed immediately. Postoperative diagnostic scans also did not reveal a rupture.

Wound healing problems was seen in 4 cases and local wound revisions were performed.

Also we detected pleural effusion in 4 cases after removal of thorax drain. None of them had to be reoperated and were followed up with chest-x-ray scans.

In three of our patients, all over 70 years of age, we had to perform re-stabilization because of screw looseness due to new trauma. In two of these cases we had to replace the corpectomy cage, but all of them had to be restabilised dorsally.

Illustrative Case

A 26-year-old male patient, jumped down from the 4th floor to commit suicide. Initial neurological examination was not clear; he was intubated immediately and was brought to Heinrich-Braun-Clinic emergency unit. The polytrauma CT scan showed L1 and L3 burst fractures causing spinal stenosis. No additional vital problems were detected. We immediately performed a posterior fusion and decompression of the spinal canal in order to avoid any neurologic disturbance which was performed immediately (Figures 7 and 8).

Figure 7: Preoperative sagittal and axial CT scans, showing the burst fractures of L1 and L3.

Figure 8: Post-operative sagittal and coronar CT scans after posterior fusion and decompression.

Neurological deficits were not detected post-operatively. We applied anterior mini open thoracoto/lumbotomy and corpectomy procedure, 5 days after the initial operation over two opennings (Figure 9). The patient was mobilized the day after and no complications occurred. The patient is still on follow up without any complications (Figure 10).

Figure 9: Post-operative sagittal and coronar CT scans after mini open anterior corpectomy/fusion.

Figure 10: A 6 months follow up, sagittal and coronar CT scans of the patient.

Discussion

Anterior fusion can be applied transperitoneally or transsternally, endoscopy assisted, classic thoraco/lumbotomy or mini-open approach [1-6,13,15] The way to perform anterior surgery mostly depends on the experience of the surgeon.

Anterior lumbar interbody fusion is first described by Ito and Carpenter to treat spondylolisthesis and tuberculosis [16,17]. Reaching the spine anteriorly and retro- peritoneally, was then described by Ley et al. [18]. Vertebral body replacement could be done with autologous bone or distractible titanium cages. Vieweg et al. presented 30 cases treated with distractible titanium cages, filled with autologous bone fragments and documented bony fusion in 27 of them, mean follow up period was 14 months [19]. Treating the pathology from anterior way, without opening the peritoneum with less post- operative bowel

problems was one of the biggest advantages of the approach, however, vessel injuries, urethral injuries, retrograde ejaculation, psoas and abdominal muscle weakness and large dissection are the weaknesses of this approach [15,20,21].

Many authors used different methods to make this approach safer and easier. Endoscopic surgery is one of these methods for the thoracolumbar spine [2,4,22]. Verheyden et al. performed endoscope assisted thoracolumbar anterior fusion in prone position which allowed them to perform combined posterior and anterior surgery [23]. They did not have major complications, but the learning curve of endoscopic surgery is longer and it costs more than a conventional method [23,24]. Mini open surgery is also cost effective in comparison to classic thoracotomy, less morbidity and safe. Sulaiman et al. published their research comparing the cost effectiveness of both methods [6] In anterior mini open surgery, surgeon deals with the familiar anatomy of spine without the additional risks of open thoraco/lumbotomy [6]. Peyer et al. operated 37 patients with mini open approaches and documented the advantages [7]. The complication rate of this procedure is lower than the classic one and similar to endoscopy assisted thoracotomy.

Syn-Frame System gives the opportunity to perform even 2-3 levels corpectomy and stabilization from approximately 5 cm skin incision. It is possible to insert 4 or more retractors from all angles to form an area allowed them to perform combined posterior and anterior surgery [23]. They did not have major complications, but the learning curve of endoscopic surgery is longer and it costs more than a conventional method [23,24]. Mini open surgery is also cost effective in comparison to classic thoracotomy, less morbidity and safe. Sulaiman et al. published their research comparing the cost effectiveness of both methods [6] In anterior mini open surgery, surgeon deals with the familiar anatomy of spine without the additional risks of open thoraco/lumbotomy [6]. Peyer et al. operated 37 patients with mini open approaches and documented the advantages [7]. The complication rate of this procedure is lower than the classic one and similar to endoscopy assisted thoracotomy.

We apply mini thoraco/lumbotomy procedure in our clinic for the last 6 years without the help of other departments. Experience is one of the key points to perform such operations.

Conclusion

In comparison to the classic thoraco-lumbotomy, mini open surgery is a comfortable method providing easy and fast reach to the pathology. Also, classical thoraco- lumbotomy is known to be a painful procedure, whereas mini open lumbo-thoracotomy has better pain outcome [1,4,8,13].

We can suggest that mini open lumbo-thoracotomy is a safe and effective approach in the treatment of spinal fractures besides the advantages of minimum blood loss, less pain and less morbidity.
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